
Special 
Covid-19

Research and Challenge 
Three new Projects by F.lli Perin 
for a new Healthy Life.
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modern 
sturdy
elegant
stainless steel

Sanitizing station
Gel dispenser
Gloves holder
other 
accessories
on request 
customization





Examples of possible  colorway, other colorway on request.
In the image combination of black colored stainless steel and BA/SB striped.



SANITIZING RULES

The idea for the SANITIZING STATION was born to give a 
strong signal of positivity now that, in Italy as in the rest of 
the world, the Covid-19 requires us to re-evaluate all those 
small / large attentions to personal hygiene that we have 
already taken for granted. But no! Washing your hands 
several times a day, means protecting yourself and your 
neighbor. Before it was a simple foresight, today it is an 
imperative that F.lli Perin wants to transform into “Life Style”.



SANITIZING STATION
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The structure in AISI 304 stainless steel allows a perfect 
and persistent service hygiene as the material can be 
easily sanitized with normal detergents.
The modularity of the accessories, the possibility to 
customize the structure (e.g. with the company logo) and 
the choice between different colors obtained with special 
nano-technologies, transforms the SANITIZING STATION 
into a perfect piece of furniture ready to fit into any space 
with elegance, from the most classic to the most modern.

Material: Inox AISI 304 thickness 1,5 mm 
Total size: 370 x 400 h 1500 mm 
Gel dispencer dimensions: 100 x 100 h 85 mm 
Gloves  holder dimensions: 250 x 125 h 100 mm 
Net weight: 12 Kg (no basket)
Packaging: carton box

Body
Schotch brite 
Schotch brite 
BA polished 
BA polished 
Colored

Dispenser
Schotch brite 
BA polished 
BA striped
Various Colours 
BA polished 

Optional
Basket Black 
Basket Silver
Masks holder
Accessories 
on request



Mobile Sanitaizing 
Washbasin



The Movable Sanitaizing Wash basin by F.lli Perin has been 
designed to facilitate daily action, such as hand washing, 
but has become of vital importance worldwide.
Designed for common areas, both indoor and outdoor, 
it moves easily thanks to the 4 swivel wheels, does not 
need connection to the water supply, the touch dispenser 
avoids water waste and the two-container system, easily 
accessible, prevents contamination between incoming and 
outgoing water.

Mobile Sanitaizing 
Washbasin

420 mm630 mm

130 mm

850 mm
available 
550 mm



From design to construction:  final destination Ireland!



ETERE

modern
elegant
stainless steel

The Air Purifier 
by F.lli Perin 
is a real 
innovation!





ETERE

Thanks to the collaboration with Metalarredo srl (Project
airlightPRO - Breathe Pure Air), F.lli Perin brings all its sixty 
years of experience in processing Stainless Steel for a new 
Design Air Purifier for the home and collective areas.

Metalarredo and F.lli Perin, two world-leading companies 
from Treviso, have decided to join their skills to face 
together an international market in fast evolution, moved by
dynamics where the Home Air Purifiers are inserted more 
and more in a “Collective Feeling” tied not only to Health as 
to a new concept of “Sustainability of Life on Earth”.

Not for nothing the new creation of OFFICINA PERIN, the 
newinternal department for Design and new Prototypes of 
F.lliPerin, is inspired by mythology, because ETERE is born
to give everyone a cleaner air, a higher air that only “The 
Gods breathe“.

ETERE is a table air purifier which, for its Minimal 
Design with 304 Stainless Steel covering,fits perfectly 
in both domestic and collective places, able to break 
down bacteria, oxides of nitrogen and volatile organic 
compounds.

The Air Purifier by F.lli Perin wins for 
the Scientific Innovation and for the 
Design, ETERE is born!

The heartbeat of ETERE is the Project airlightPRO that,
thanks to the collaboration with the Milan Polytechnic,
excels among the Air Purification Systems reaching
impressive performances and allowing a
complete purification of the environment with very few air 
recycles:

• Viruses and bacteria (CFU): about 90% stuck in the filter 
and 100% sanitized

• Volatile organic compounds (VOC): a percentage of
at least 30% is purified by photocatalysis
• Solid particulate matter (PST): 97% (from PM 0.5 to PM 

10) is locked on filter
• Nitrogen oxide (Nox): up to 80% is oxidized by non-toxic 

species



ETERE, the best Air Purifier for Home, Office and 
Public areas, has low energy consumption and “zero” 
maintenance costs as special filters can be easily 
regenerated by washing them in water with normal 
detergents or disinfectant solutions, such as those that 
can be used for the Anti Covid-19 masks.

It’s quiet, light (3 kg) and it’s powered at 12 V, like
any mobile phone. Easy inspection and maintenance are
perfect for continuous use both at home, in the office or in
public places.
The package is completed by an adhesive label with
Qrcode that can be exposed to highlight that
the air of the environment is purified by the airlightPRO 
system. The QR code allows easy reading from all 
smartphones models.

F.lli Perin srl, with Etere, is partner of the project
airlightPRO by Metalarredo srl, a patented system Nr.
102019000021999 of 22/11/2019 “Filtration device
of air”

TECHNICAL 
INFORMATION

Material: AISI 304 stainless steel
Total dimensions: 200 x 130 h 210 mm
Net weight: 3 Kg
Packaging: carton box
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F.lli Perin
www.fperin.com 
info@fperin.com 

T. +39 0438 400027 
Georgia Zuliani 

Sales Manager  
georgia.zuliani@fperin.com 

M. +39 389 9158567

design/ graphic by Matteo Giacomini for F.lli Perin

F.lli Perin is a world leader in the stainless steel processing 
for the production of components for large systems in the 
HoReCa sector, community, industry and furnishings.
Always guaranteeing a “Made in Italy” supply chain, the 
success of F.lli Perin is based on the trio: Technology, 
Certification, Innovation where, alongside the great 
competence in industrial processes, there is a team of 
designers able to catch every new trend and market need.


